CRITICAL EVENTS LIST

The purpose of this instrument is to identify the critical events that shaped the development of your center, and the barriers and facilitators that contributed to the general development of the Center and the critical events.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Please identify, over the life of the center, in chronological order, all the critical events that contributed to or caused substantial changes in the process of development of your Center, in such areas as: changes in objectives and mission; changes in technical or scientific approaches; changes in the management or administration; changes in the support given by industrial firms; changes in personnel, etc.

2) After identifying the critical events, please assign a value, between (-3) and (+3), on the scale of: “Degree to which the event was critical to the development process of the Center”. The values on the scale are:

   (-3) – The event was a negative influence, extremely critical to the Center's development process.
   (-2) – The event was a negative influence, very critical to the Center's development process.
   (-1) – The event was a negative influence, somewhat critical to the Center's development process.

   (+3) – The event was a positive influence, extremely critical to the Center's development process.
   (+2) – The event was a positive influence, very critical to the Center's development process.
   (+1) – The event was a positive influence, somewhat critical to the Center's development process.

THANK YOU!
CRITICAL EVENTS

CRITICAL EVENT No. 1:

APPROXIMATE DATE: 

DEGREE TO WHICH EVENT WAS CRITICAL (CIRCLE ONE):

(-3) (-2) (-1) (+1) (+2) (+3)

PLEASE EXPLAIN AND GIVE ADDITIONAL DETAILS:


CRITICAL EVENT No. 2:

APPROXIMATE DATE: 

DEGREE TO WHICH EVENT WAS CRITICAL (CIRCLE ONE):

(-3) (-2) (-1) (+1) (+2) (+3)

PLEASE EXPLAIN AND GIVE ADDITIONAL DETAILS:


CRITICAL EVENT No. 3:

APPROXIMATE DATE: 

DEGREE TO WHICH EVENT WAS CRITICAL (CIRCLE ONE):

(-3) (-2) (-1) (+1) (+2) (+3)

PLEASE EXPLAIN AND GIVE ADDITIONAL DETAILS:


